
 

 

 

 
 

 

GENERAL INFORMATIONS     
 

 
Performances and statistics on the 30 of november 2022 

 

3 years values 
(Bloomberg data) 

Gay-Lussac 
Microcaps MSCI MICRO 

Volatility 13,66% 19,84% 

Max Drawdown -26,39% -37,16% 

Beta 0,81 --- 

Sharpe Ratio 0,78 --- 

Tracking Error 9,80% --- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

COUNTRY BREAKDOWN THE FUND’S WEEKLY AVERAGE ON ↗ AND ↘* INDUSTRY BREAKDOWN (on total invested) 

 

*since inception 

 

 

INVESTMENT PROCESS INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE MANAGEMENT TEAM 

 Two defensive criteria, Low Volatility and Low Beta 
and one performance criterion, Momentum to 
quantitatively filter the investment universe. 

 Selection of 3 to 4 major structural and/or cyclical 
themes by a quarterly Macroeconomic Committee 
bringing together economists, strategists, fund 
managers and financial analysts. 

 Definition of the investable universe through the 
selection of stocks in line with the themes selected 
and validated by the fundamental analysis of the 
companies. 

 Construction and follow-up of the portfolio in risk 
budget. 

 An annualized performance of more 
than 7% over an investment horizon 
of at least 5 years. 

 The investment themes defined by    
the Macroeconomic Committee 
determine the selection of stocks in 
which we invest. 
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RISK EXPOSURE 
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Custodian Société Générale 
Cut off Subscriptions/redemptions 
ISIN code (A share) FR0010544791 
ISIN code (I share) FR0011672757 
ISIN code (H share) FR0013392115 
ISIN code (R share) FR0013430550 
Valuation Daily 
Management fees A share 2,34% of Net assets 
Management fees I and H 
shares  

1,20% of Net assets 

Management fees R share 1.60%of Net assets 
Performance fees (High Water 
Mark) 

12% including tax of the 
annual perf over 7% 

Entry fees 2% maximum 
Exit fees (UCITS acquired) None  
NAV (A share) 593,56€ 
NAV (I share) 275 494,74€ 
NAV (H share) $169 704,32 
NAV (R share) 148,65€ 
Inception date (A share)  17-dec-07 
Inception date (I share) 31-dec-13 
Inception date (H share) 4-feb-19 
Inception date (R share) 1-jul-19 
Net assets 102,10 M€ 
  

Gay-Lussac Microcaps 
November 2022 

 1M 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 Inception 

A Share 4,0% -18,6% 39,5% 20,6% 21,7% -12,1% 21,2% 16,8% 14,7% 295,7% 

MSCI Europe 
Micro 4,0% -24,2% 21,0% 19,4% 18,2% -14,3% 17,5% 10,7% 14,5% 58,1% 

MSCI Europe 
Micro TR 4,1% -22,8% 22,6% 20,6% 20,4% -12,9% 19,4% 12,7% 16,4% 105,2% 
 

I Share 4,1% -17,7% 40,9% 21,5% 23,1% -11,1% 22,4% 17,9% 16,1% 175,5% 

MSCI Europe 
Micro 4,0% -24,2% 21,0% 19,4% 18,2% -14,3% 17,5% 10,7% 14,5% 66,6% 

MSCI Europe 
Micro TR 4,1% -22,8% 22,6% 20,6% 20,4% -12,9% 19,4% 12,7% 16,4% 92,2% 

* Benchmark: MSCI Europe Microcap after 27/01/2011, CAC SMALL before this date.  

3 4 5 6 7 2 1 

 

Gay-Lussac Gestion is a signatory of the United 
Nations Principles for Responsible Investment 
(UN-PRI) since 2020. 

EXTRA FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS 

 
Gay-Lussac 

Microcaps* (/10) 
Benchmark 
Index (/10) 

Grade average E 6,02 5,99 

Grade average S 6,87 6,55 

Grade average G 6,62 6,69 

Portfolio grade overall ESG** 6,98 6,90 
*The extra-financial analysis of the portfolio takes into account only the live securities (stocks and corporate bonds). The scores are 
weighted according to the percentage of the portfolio allocated to live securities. 
**The ESG rating is not an equally weighted average of ESG criteria, but a weighted average of the most relevant criteria for each company 
in the portfolio, according to its industry and sub-sector. 
 
Gay-Lussac Microcaps coverage: 83,5% (2,2% MSCI + 81,3% internal analysis) 
Benchmark index coverate coverage: 24,4% (4,4% MSCI + 20,0% internal analysis) 
 

The chosen benchmark is a broad market index that does not guarantee the social and governmental characteristics promoted by the fund. 

 

Gay-Lussac Gestion is a supporter of the Task 
Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
(TCFD) since 2021. 

 

The Gay-Lussac Microcaps fund obtained the 
label Relance on the 11/02/2020. 
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        Macroeconomic review 
 

November was marked by a sharp rebound in stock market indices: CAC 40 +7.58%, STOXX 600 +6.89%, S&P 500 +5.52%.  
 

In Europe, a certain political discord can be observed regarding energy and industrial issues. The subject of gas price caps has not come to fruition and the 
European response to the American “Inflation Reduction Act” plan has not emerged. From an economic activity point of view, the November PMIs confirm a 
slowdown in activity in the euro zone, although less than initially feared. The manufacturing PMI thus came out at 47.3 against 46 expected, and that of services 
reached 48.6 against 48 expected. ECB President Christine Lagarde tempered investors' expectations of a possible slowdown in monetary tightening. According 
to her, inflation has not yet reached its peak in the euro zone, thus justifying a continuation of key rate hikes. These comments had given rise to a resumption of 
the upward movement on sovereign rates, which nevertheless ended the month lower than they had started: the German ten-year ended at 1.89%, the French one 
at 2.40% and the Italian one at 3.87%.  
 

In the United States, an initial positive signal appeared with the start of a slowdown in inflation (CPI 7.7% in October vs. 7.9% expected), which contributed to the 
rise in the markets. Earlier in the month, several members of the FED had also mentioned a slower monetary easing than what the market anticipated. According 
to some of its governors, a rate cut could wait until 2024, the time to anchor inflation at a level close to the 2% target, accompanied by the reduction in the size of 
the central bank's balance sheet. These elements of "forward guidance" tempered the optimism of analysts and were also in favor of maintaining a strong dollar. 
Nevertheless, at the very end of the month, Jerome Powell spoke less harshly, referring to a slowdown in the pace of the rise in rates, raising hopes of an increase 
of "only" fifty basis points at the next meeting. In the meantime, the consequences of monetary tightening continue to materialize in the economy, in particular 
through the contraction of the real estate sector. Several companies, primarily in technology but not exclusively, have announced layoff plans, which can be seen 
as a probable slowdown in wage inflation in the future. 
.

 
KEY RATIOS                                             
  

Investment rate (direct lines) 90,28% 
Number of lines 56 
Monthly performance A Share 4,03% 
Monthly performance I Share 4,12% 
Monthly performance H Share 4,30% 

Monthly performance R Share 4,09% 
PER median 2021 14,34 
VE/CA median 2021 0,97 
VE/EBIT median 2021 10,01 

 

 
TOP FIVE POSITIONS                                    BREAKDOWN BY MARKET CAPS         
 

 
 

 

Management review 
 

During November, we took advantage of the reopening of the Gay-Lussac Microcaps fund to reinforce our main convictions and to invest in certain stocks that 
were too unfairly discounted, in line with the movements made in October.   
 

On the buy side, we increased our position in Marr, which continues to benefit from very resilient volumes, following a very good summer season. We believe that 
the bottom on the company's profitability has been reached in the first nine months and that the market is now discounting the stock too severely. Marr should 
benefit from more favorable base effects with the stabilization/lowering of raw material and transportation prices coming into 2023. We also increased our position 
in SAMSE, which once again reported very good quarterly results. We were pleasantly surprised by the very good performance of the DIY business, despite 
unfavorable base effects. Although the trading business will remain under pressure in 2023, SAMSE’s management offered a reassuring message about its stocks 
at an investor conference. We have also strengthened our position in Aubay, whose momentum remains very favorable. We believe that 2023 will also be more 
favorable for external growth operations, after a rather quiet 2022. Finally, we continued our opportunistic buying of poorly  valued stocks such as Hexaom and 
Jacquet Metals.    
 

On the sales side, we reduced our position in Entersoft, an editor of Greek software packages for large national accounts. The publication of the third quarter 
confirmed that the company's growth momentum remains positive, but below our expectations. Indeed, the group remains impacted by delays in financing digital 
investments for Greek companies. Our conviction remains strong and the growth is only shifted to 2023, but we believe that the potential for a short-term correction 
in the stock market may remain significant, which is why we prefer to reduce our position.   
 
 
 

MAIN MOVEMENTS OF THE MONTH        STOCK OF THE MONTH                                                                                     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Name % net asset 
NEURONES 5,51% 

GERARD PERRIER ELECTRIC 5,35% 

CLINICA BAVIERA 4,66% 

PRECIA 4,64% 

EQUASENS 4,00% 

Name % Net asset 
More than 300M€ 46,42% 

From 100 to 300M€ 38,69% 
Less than 100M€ 14,89% 

Average Capitalisation (M€) 377,65 
Median Capitalisation  (M€) 162,82 

Buy Sell 

Marr Entersoft 

SANSE  

Aubay  

Gay-Lussac Microcaps 
November 2022 

Epsilon Net, the leading designer and distributor of accounting, payroll and ERP software for Greek SMEs, has 
partnered with the National Bank of Greece (NBG) to provide payment and digital banking solutions to the bank's 
entrepreneurs and small business clients. The company will also offer a microfinance access architecture to Greek 
entrepreneurs and SMEs often neglected by the traditional banking system. Epsilon Net will also benefit from NBG's 
base of 200,000 addressable customers in order to cross-sell its historical software (ERP, accounting, payroll 
management...).  This partnership should open a new chapter in the history of Epsilon Net which, until now, has only 
provided software packages, accounting or payroll management software to its customers. During the next three 
years, Epsilon Net will have to enter a period of massive investments in order to develop its solutions but the 
management assures that it will be able to finance this development thanks to its strong cash flow generation. The 
company, which is active in external growth operations, does not intend to reduce its pace of consolidating the local 
market that is still very fragmented. To show its commitment, NBG took a 7.5% stake in Epsilon Net at a price of 
€7.4, a premium of more than 20% on the previous day's closing price. This premium is justified by Epsilon Net's still 
very favorable growth prospects. The group should benefit from the European subsidies and the Next Generation 
EU financing plan for digital investments by Greek SMEs. We believe that Epsilon Net is ideally positioned to capture 
this windfall as its decentralized structure puts it in close contact with SMEs, which are often neglected by the big 
names in software. As an example, after the release of public funds announced last summer, the company has set 
up a web platform dedicated to SMEs to inform them about the subsidies they could receive. The company entered 
into contact with 3,500 non-client SMEs that could represent €3.5 million in additional revenue, generated in just 
two weeks, and with minimal commercial effort. Even before the initial impact of the pan-European plans, Epsilon 
Net continues to report strong results, with organic growth of nearly 30% for the first nine months of the year. This 
growth was driven by a new regulation, as electronic invoicing to tax authorities became mandatory in Greece in the 
second half of 2021. Since then, Epsilon Net has managed to capture more than 90,000 new customers for its Epsilon 
SMART solution. If the group can get its customers to adopt electronic business-to-business exchanges, in addition 
to tax reporting, then we believe that the upselling potential for Epsilon Net is very high.  

http://www.gaylussacgestion.com/

